A new French-style paradise
nestled in the heart of a Mediterranean garden

THE NEW
”DOMAINE DU MAS DE PIERRE”
RESORT & SPA
A new French-style paradise
nestled in the heart of a Mediterranean garden
In the hinterland of Provence, near the ramparts of SaintPaul de Vence, the hotel Le Mas de Pierre, a jewel of the
independent French family-owned SFH Hotel Group is
beginning to write the next great chapter of its history.
Fifteen years after its opening, this 5* hotel, member of
Relais & Châteaux, is reinventing itself around a new identity:
Domaine du Mas de Pierre.
After a year and a half of extensive restoration work, a new
relaxed and friendly luxurious resort invites itself in the heart
of a gorgeous 8-hectare garden.
Now open year-round, Domaine du Mas de Pierre reveals its
new facilities.
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9 AUTHENTIC BASTIDES
A new luxurious and intimate resort
now offering 9 bastides and 76 rooms
2 brand-new bastides with vintage charm and
contemporary spirit
Under fully planted roofs, two novel buildings sit in the heart
of the gardens with their 22 magnificent rooms (Prestige
Deluxe, Prestige Junior Suite, Prestige Suite, Prestige Suite
Jacuzzi, some connecting). Toile de Jouy beautifully adorns
headboards, bed runners, pillows and Louis XV armchairs in
light touches.

"La Bastide des Fleurs": elegant, intimate and
adults-only
A building of natural stone covered with ivy and jasmine,
which, beyond the gate, unveils a garden and a 15-meter
heated swimming pool with white draped arbours and
deckchairs. In this serene and intimate setting, for adults only,
the Bastide hides 6 luxurious suites with terrace. Dedicated
exclusively to the Bastide des Fleurs, a Butler also offers
tailor-made services.

The original bastides, modern and cosy
Nestled in the heart of the Domain, the first 6 emblematic
Provençal bastides reveal a charming and contemporary
style. Between loggias, balconies and private terraces, the
48 rooms offer a bright and luminous harmony.
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RESTAURANTS & BARS

La Table de Pierre,
gastronomic cuisine and Provençal flavours
New history, new style
In line with our current evolution, the gastronomic restaurant
of the Domaine du Mas de Pierre has undergone a complete
makeover. Discover our elegant fine dining room sheltered in
the Provençal countryside, where gourmand pink and purple
notes mingle and the evening’s subdued glow diffuses a
lovely scent of romance.
Opened onto the gardens, chef Emmanuel Lehrer’s Table
interprets nature’s generosity throughout the seasons
.
Table d’hôte and show kitchen • Featuring locally grown
produce • The Chef’s vegetable garden •
Gourmet breakfast buffet
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RESTAURANTS & BARS

The Lis Orto bistro
Southern flavours by the pool
”On dirait le Sud” (The South in all its splendour)

Anchored by the main pool of the estate, our Lis Orto bistro
is open for lunch and dinner. This new facility welcomes you
in the style of traditional Nice bistros. Rooted in the South
of France and handed down through many generations,
the much-loved authentic dishes are inspired by regional
produces of the terroir. This is the essence of Lis Orto’s
identity.

The Bar,
conviviality throughout the day
Open any time of day
Enjoy the incoming sunlight from Le Bar and its large bay
window directly opening onto the main terrace of the
Domaine. The atmosphere is lively and cheerful. Fragrant
cocktails, home-made pastis, a large selection of wines and
infusions are waiting to be paired up with a delicious array of
Provençal tapas: pan bagna, pissaladière, and much more.
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A LAGOON IN PROVENCE
Because heaven on earth exists...
Domaine du Mas de Pierre introduces its most unique
Lagoon. A genuine oasis, hidden under the palm trees, with
its adjoining beach, waterfalls, and slides. A fantastic island
atmosphere to enjoy (or explore) with your chosen one or
family.

Time-out at the beach
Set back from the bastides and through a green entrance
is the Lagoon with its Provençal rock mountains border.
Deckchairs are stretched out on the sandy beach or
immersed in water to let you sit back and relax under the
soothing water jets.

Children’s paradise
After the big waterfall, children have a dedicated play area
with a 10-meter long slide (4-years old and up).
At the edge of the Lagoon, a straw hut bar serves its selection
of fritters, chouchous, paninis and the likes. That said, heaven
is indeed on earth!
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WONDERS IN THE GARDENS

Swimming areas for all guests

A place in the sun
In addition to the new Lagoon, Domaine du Mas de Pierre
offers 2 swimming pools of dreamlike dimensions.
Recently expanded and refurbished, the now 25-metre main
pool is heated all year round. An invitation to refresh yourself,
splash around or enjoy life under draped arbours and on
deckchairs.
Exclusive adults-only, the elegant pool of the Bastide des
Fleurs offers a cinematic (or picture-perfect) setting that
invites you to tranquillity and voluptuousness.
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WONDERS IN THE GARDENS
A French-style resort
in the heart of a Mediterranean garden
Enchanting garden
Designed by Bruno Ricci, from the Jean Mus landscape
architecture firm, the 8-hectares garden is populated by
century-old olive trees, orchard trees, Provençal plants and
flowers offering a sensory stroll through the Mediterranean
fragrances.
For an enchanting interlude, there is also an orchid
greenhouse and an aviary where colorful parakeets twitter.
A few steps away, a rose garden makes the colors of love
burst forth, and a bamboo forest leads you to wonderland.

An artistic route
Basque artist Zigor offers a beautiful introduction to the
world of sculpture with some of the greatest names to be
found in all four corners of the Domaine. Such as the visual
artist and all-rounder Théo Tobiasse whose Venus is a hymn
to love, sculptures of Sacha Sosno, a friend of Henri Matisse,
or those of the Monegasque Jean-Michel Folon.
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”LA MAISON D’ALICE”

Children on stage
A bohemian spirit in the middle of nature
This area is only for children – an exclusive club planted in
the forest to escape from the adult world. A secret place to
let their creativity speaks for itself.
Three authentic caravans equipped with kitchen, bathroom
and rest area await the children. Their private getaway !

The magic of ”Alice in Wonderland”
As in the most beautiful dreams, a playground of 150 m² is
welcoming children to never-ending adventures. A space to
go back to childhood, entirely inspired by the fabulous tale
of Alice in Wonderland.
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THE SPA,
BODY & MIND WELLNESS
The Spa, a new 2000 m2 studio
dedicated to body and mind wellbeing
A hymn to the tuberose flower
As you enter The Spa, a unique, sensual and captivating
perfume signs its olfactory identity. Welcome to the
seductive notes of the tuberose flower!

A multi-sensory experience
Dedicated to relaxation and water – the elixir of life, The Spa
unveils a large 18-meter indoor swimming pool. Heated all
year round and outfitted with lounge chairs, you can enjoy
swimming corridors and a fitness trail: PediSpa, relaxing
water jets, hydromassage and bubbling water benches,
countercurrent flow and aquabikes. An outdoor jacuzzi
extends the wellness experience.
To let go completely, continue this moment of relaxation
in our wellness area: hamman, herbal and salt saunas
and a 10 °C ice cave.
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THE SPA,
BODY & MIND WELLNESS
Treatments and massages fit to your desires
Face and body care
Devoted to treatments and massages, the second floor of
The Spa welcomes you to its 12 cosy cabins.
On the menu: face and body treatments, massages and
wraps, affusion showers and more. With its private outdoor
jacuzzi and breathtaking view of the Domaine’s garden,
our double cabin invites you to an exceptional moment of
sharing.

Solarium meditation on the spa rooftop
Overlooking the pool and garden, the rooftop terrace is the
ideal place to sunbathe and relax. A peaceful environment
to enjoy tranquillity and perfectly-suited for meditation and
yoga sessions.

The Fitness area
Open all day and evening, the Fitness area provides a
selection of Technogym© equipment, including the Kinesis
station, which combines all the benefits of functional training
with the simplicity of traditional bodybuilding equipment.
Wellness activities • Yoga & Meditation sessions
Aquatraining • Individual or collective coaching
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AN ULTRA-PERSONALISED
LUXURY EXPERIENCE
At Domaine du Mas de Pierre, our Concierge meets
all expectations and provides our guests
with personalised services
Bicycles or Rolls Royce
The Domaine’s Rolls Royce and its driver offer an exclusive
tour and unique experience on the most beautiful roads of
Provence (airport pick-up, sightseeing).
The Fiat 500 will take you on a journey through the most
beautiful Provençal countryside.
The hotel is also equipped with electric charging stations
for your vehicle.
Electric bikes can also be rented on a half or full-day basis
to visit the area without any effort..

Culture and Heritage
Hikes, cultural discoveries, visit of the Maeght Foundation
or Matisse Chapel, and so much more. The entire cultural
wealth of the Provençal region is yours (or at your feet)!
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ALWAYS MORE
RESPONSIBLE
A French-style resort respectful of its environment
Since 2019, Domaine du Mas de Pierre is part of a sustainable
development logic and bets on a policy more and more
respectful of its environment.

EU Ecolabel : FR/051/189

The European Ecolabel
Labelled «European Ecolabel» since July 2019, the hotel
has committed to regular monitoring of its water and
energy consumption. In particular, it uses «green and
organic» renewable energy for its daily operations and
filtered water for its swimming pools.
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TAILOR-MADE
EVENTS
According to your needs and wishes,
customised events
Overlooking the surrounding countryside, the 200 m² of
seminar space offers an idyllic setting for meetings, cocktails,
conferences and product launches.

Latest Technology on site:
Whether with an adjoining terrace or beautiful garden area,
our 5 recently refurbished lounges can be privatised and
modulated at will. They are all equipped with the latest
technologies.

Personalised lunches, dinners and cocktails
The meeting area can accommodate up to 160 people in
cocktail mode and a dedicated Event Manager accompanies
each group throughout the event.

Weddings and exclusive events
The complete privatisation of the Domain is also possible
to realise extraordinary events: wedding, baptism, private
party, product launching, etc.
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HOW TO REACH
THE DOMAINE
A new French-style paradise
nestled in the heart of a Mediterranean garden
Domaine du Mas de Pierre
Relais & Châteaux

76 rooms divided amongst 8 Bastides - La Table de Pierre
gastronomic restaurant - Lis Orto bistrot - Sandy Lagoon - The Spa
Domaine du Mas de Pierre
2320 route des Serres, 06570 Saint-Paul de Vence

www.domainedumasdepierre.fr
+33(0)4 93 59 00 10

Travelling to Domaine du Mas de Pierre:
By plane:
Nice Côte d’Azur International Airport, 20 min by cab
By train: Cagnes-sur-Mer station.
Regional trains to Cannes and Monaco in less than 45min.
By car:
Highway A8
GPS: Long. 7° 7’ 28’’ 10E - Lat. 43° 40’ 55’’ 60N

45 private and secure parking spaces for our guests

Codes GDS: RELAIS & CHATEAUX
Sabre: WB50280 - Worldspan: WBCD39 • Amadeus: WBNCED39 - Apollo: WB77930
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www.domainedumasdepierre.com
+33(0)4 93 59 00 10
commercial@lemasdepierre.com

Domaine du Mas de Pierre
2320 route des Serres, 06570 Saint-Paul de Vence

